Mutational bias suggests that replication termination occurs near the dif site, not at Ter sites.
In bacteria, Ter sites bound to Tus/Rtp proteins halt replication forks moving only in one direction, providing a convenient mechanism to terminate them once the chromosome had been replicated. Considering the importance of replication termination and its position as a checkpoint in cell division, the accumulated knowledge on these systems has not dispelled fundamental questions regarding its role in cell biology: why are there so many copies of Ter, why are they distributed over such a large portion of the chromosome, why is the tus gene not conserved among bacteria, and why do tus mutants lack measurable phenotypes? Here we examine bacterial genomes using bioinformatics techniques to identify the region(s) where DNA polymerase III-mediated replication has historically been terminated. We find that in both Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis, changes in mutational bias patterns indicate that replication termination most likely occurs at or near the dif site. More importantly, there is no evidence from mutational bias signatures that replication forks originating at oriC have terminated at Ter sites. We propose that Ter sites participate in halting replication forks originating from DNA repair events, and not those originating at the chromosomal origin of replication.